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Let’s make this DIY Kiki Glass Dome Lamp. 

1. This wraps the lights. Slit open the wrapping with your hands. 

Do NOT use scissors. Be careful and do NOT break the string, 

or the lights will be useless. 

2. The string is out. Untie it. Test if the lights can shine. 

3. Take out the support rod. Cut it in two according to your needs 

(not necessarily in half). Insert them into the hole in the base. 

4. Take out the foam. Insert the rods into it. Trim the foam if you 

find it too thick or large. 

5. To glue the foam and rods together, take out the glue stick. Use 

a glue gun if you have one. If not, melt the stick with a lighter, 

which is a bit more slowly and not so convenient. 

6. Apply glue to the hole in the foam. Fix the rods to the foam. Wait 

till the glue is dry. 

7. Let me change to the glue gun, which is more convenient and 

melts the glue stick faster. Allow the glue gun to heat up. You’ll 

apply glue to the hole in the base so as to insert the rods into the 

hole. We’re now waiting for the glue to melt. 

8. Brush aside the string. Do NOT break it, or the lights will not 

shine. 

9. Apply glue to the hole in the base. Insert the rods into the hole. 

Wait for the glue to set. 

10. Wind the entire string around the foam. Apply glue to the 

bottom of the foam. Fix the end of the string to the bottom. Wait for 

the glue to dry. 

11. Take out some cotton. 

12. We’ll then glue the witch directly onto the foam. Before that, 

put her on the foam and the glass dome on the base to see if she’s 

at suitable height. If so, proceed to the next step. 

13. The brush of the witch’s broom touches the top of the foam. So 

we’ll apply glue to the brush, or to the top of the foam, and put the 

witch on the foam. Bring the foam into full contact with the brush 

so that the witch can be secure. 

14. I choose to apply glue to the top of the foam. 

15. I use the lighter to burn the glue stick. Burn the stick with the 

blue central zone rather than the outer zone to prevent the stick 

from blackening. 
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16. Apply glue to where the witch will be put. Put her there. Wait 

until the glue sets. You can apply glue to the brush instead; thus 

the witch will stick faster. 

17. Add glue if you find the witch loose. 

18. The witch is securely fixed. Shake it and it won’t fall off. 

19. We’ll then glue the cotton under the witch. Before that, top the 

base with the dome to see if she’s at suitable height. 

20. Get melted glue with the lighter or glue gun. If you choose the 

former, do NOT touch the hot tip of the stick you’ve heated with 

your hands. 

21. Tear pieces from the cotton. Roll them into small balls. Glue 

the balls one by one to where they’re needed to shape the cloud 

bit by bit. 

22. Top the base with the dome to see if the cloud is suitably 

shaped. If you find the cloud, for example, protruding backward, 

make adjustments before the glue sets. 

23. Adjust the cloud until you’re satisfied with its shape. The cloud 

shouldn’t be too large, or it’ll be hard to install the moss and other 

plants under it. 

24. Let’s install the moss and other plants. Take out the moss. Rip 

it to pieces. 

25. Apply glue onto the wooden base. Glue the moss pieces as 

grass onto the base. You can match the pieces of different shades 

of green, or use those of one shade only. 

26. Cut the other plants. See if their lengths are suitable and 

decide where to put each of them. If they’ve been cut to length, 

apply glue to their bottom. Glue the plants to the moss and match 

them however you like. You don’t have to install all the plants. 

27. Test if the witch is secure. 

28. We’ll then install the dome. You can apply glue to its rim and fix 

it to the base. If gluing is unwanted, handle the item with care, or 

you may smash the glass dome. 

29. Let’s install batteries. Open the lid of the battery holder at the 

bottom of the base. Insert 3 batteries into the holder. The springs 

should press against the cathodes, the flat ends of the batteries. 

Close the lid. 

30. Turn on the switch. The assembly is complete. 


